HOURS OF OPERATION

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY: 8:00AM – 10:30PM

MAV ID GIVES YOU ACCESS TO:
- FRONT ENTRANCE (JONES ST.)
- LIBRARY
- EXERCISE ROOM

REAR ENTRANCE ACCESS: YOU MAY ENTER THE DOOR BY THE GUARD DESK OR BY THE STAIRWELL WITHOUT SWIPING YOUR MAV ID DURING BUILDING HOURS.
SECURITY & EMERGENCY INFO

ON-SITE SECURITY:
LOCATED AT FRONT DESK ON 1ST FLOOR
MONDAY - SATURDAY 7AM - 11PM

24HR SURVEILLANCE

INCASE OF INCLEMENT WEATHER
CALL: 1-866-258-4913
OR VISIT: WWW.UTA.EDU
PARKING

- PARKING AT UTA FORT WORTH IS FREE FOR STUDENTS. A VIRTUAL UTA FORT WORTH PERMIT IS REQUIRED FOR STUDENT PARKING AT UTA FORT WORTH. THIS PERMIT IS VALID FOR EITHER A SEMESTER OR ACADEMIC YEAR DEPENDING ON YOUR ENROLLMENT STATUS. THIS PERMIT CANNOT BE UTILIZED AT ANY OTHER UTA PARKING LOT.

- HANG TAG CAN BE OBTAINED BY LOGGING IN AT WWW.UTA.EDU/MAVPARK
- CLICK “PURCHASE PERMIT” FROM THE MENU.
- SELECT THE TERM OF YOUR CLASS OR ACADEMIC YEAR.
- SELECT THE UTA FORT WORTH STUDENT PERMIT FOR $0.00.

IF THIS PERMIT IS NOT AVAILABLE, CONTACT PARKING@UTA.EDU WITH YOUR STUDENT ID NUMBER. COMPLETE THE PROCESS TO VERIFY YOUR MAILING ADDRESS AND ENTER THE LICENSE PLATE OF YOUR VEHICLE. ONCE COMPLETE, AN EMAIL CONFIRMATION WILL BE SENT TO YOUR REGISTERED UTA EMAIL ADDRESS.
AMENITIES

UTA FORT WORTH OFFERS A NUMBER OF ON-SITE AMENITIES TO HELP MAKE YOUR EXPERIENCE MORE COMFORTABLE.

- FITNESS ROOM
- STUDENT LOUNGE & STUDY SPACES
- LIBRARY/COMPUTER LAB
- MAV MARKET
- RECYCLING CENTER
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ON-SITE TECH SUPPORT AVAILABLE:

FRONT DESK
M-TH 8:30AM - 9PM
FRI TIMES MAY VARY
SAT 8AM - 12PM

LIBRARY
M-W 5PM - 9PM
FRI TIMES MAY VARY
SAT 10AM - 2PM

• USE UTA NET ID ON CAMPUS COMPUTERS TO LOGIN

• FOR ADDITIONAL SUPPORT WITH NETID OR PASSWORDS CONTACT THE UTA OIT HELP DESK: 817-272-2208
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

- Classrooms will be opened one hour before the start of class, based on the rooms daily schedule. This time could fluctuate.

- Classroom temperatures can fluctuate, especially given the Texas climate and can take up to 45 minutes to regulate. If the majority of the students in the classroom are experiencing discomfort, the UTA Fort Worth staff asks that the instructor notify our front desk to request an adjustment (available until 9pm).

- In order to provide the best learning experience for all students on campus, we ask you to be sensitive to the noise level in the hallways and common spaces.
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE

• All correspondence regarding your coursework at UTA Fort Worth will be directed to your **UTA Student Email Address**, this includes invitations to Fort Worth sponsored events and trade shows.

• All UTA students are automatically given a UTA e-mail account. Please make sure that you are aware of the procedures to check this email account which can be found at:

  [HTTP://WWW.UTA.EDU/OIT/EOS/EMAIL/FAQ.PHP](http://www.uta.edu/oit/eos/email/faq.php)
STAFF DIRECTORY

• **MICHAEL WOLLMAN** - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RECRUITMENT & COMMUNICATIONS
  PHONE: 817-272-5907, EMAIL: MICHAEL.WOLLMAN@UTA.EDU

• **DANIELA CARDENAS** - BUSINESS SERVICES COORDINATOR
  PHONE: 817-272-0350, EMAIL: DANIELAC@UTA.EDU

• **JOSH YOUNG** - GRAPHICS & IT SPECIALIST
  PHONE: 817-272-0352, EMAIL: JOSHUA.YOUNG2@UTA.EDU

• **DAISY VALK-LOPEZ** - RECRUITMENT COORDINATOR
  PHONE: 817-272-5956, EMAIL: DAISY.VALKLOPEZ@UTA.EDU

• **EMILYE CULLISON** - ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
  PHONE: 817-272-5918, EMAIL: EMILYE.CULLISON@UTA.EDU